Safety Prismatic Reflectors

US REFLECTOR’s high power prismatic and glass “Cats Eye” reflectors provide precision light reflection and superior visibility adapting to all types of safety applications.

**Prismatic Reflectors** utilize a unique asymmetrical prismatic form that is designed to multiply entering light beams into intense candlelight power. Manufactured with an inner cross frame that strengthens the reflector while protecting the chambers from contaminating elements.

**Glass Cats Eye Reflectors** are a robust long lasting Glass Bead reflector that are built into an extremely durable semi-flexible support making them virtually indestructible to weather and exposure to corrosive environments.

Reflectors can be mounted on trees, poles, gates, vehicles, buildings, jersey barriers and guard rails. US Reflector provides custom design mounting solutions for all your safety needs.

**FEATURES**

- 3-Times more reflective power
- Attaches to many applications & structures
- Robust impact resistant Cats Eyes
- Easy installation
- Maintenance free
- Available in many colors & sizes
SAFETY REFLECTORS
REFLECTORS are available in many sizes and colors allowing scalable safety solutions for virtually any surface. Use for guardrail, concrete barriers, tunnels, walls, commercial & industrial buildings and residential applications.